CALL TO ORDER

ROLL CALL

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

1. SELECTION OF CHAIRPERSON AND VICE-CHAIRPERSON
   A. Accept Nominations for and elect a New Chairperson
   B. Accept Nominations for and elect a New Vice-Chairperson

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

PUBLIC COMMENTS ON AGENDA OR NON-AGENDA ITEMS WITHIN THE JURISDICTION OF THE GENERAL PLAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Any person wishing to address the Committee on any matter must fill out a “Request to Speak” form available at the door. The completed form must be submitted to Staff prior to the Public Comment sections on the agenda. In speaking to the Committee, members of the public may be limited to three minutes per person. The Committee may establish an overall time limit for comments on a particular Agenda item. Members of the public must direct their questions to the Chairperson of the Committee and not to other members of the Committee, the Staff, or the audience.
2. CONSULTANT PRESENTATION

Andrew Hill, Principal with Dyett & Bhatia Urban and Regional Planners, will orient the GPAC to the MoVal 2040 Comprehensive General Plan Update Project, outlining the project components and process and highlighting GPAC roles and responsibilities. Following the presentation, GPAC members will have an opportunity for Q&A.

Materials: Attachment A - MoVal 2040 graphic schedule
Attachment B - Preliminary schedule of meetings

3. KEY ISSUES BRAINSTORMING

GPAC members will be invited to share their thoughts on key issues and opportunities to address in updating the General Plan. This item will start with an interactive activity to identify issues and opportunities under broad topics such as economic development; community character; land use mix; mobility/transportation; housing; parks and recreation; environment; AND equity. A facilitated discussion will follow, focusing on common themes and differing opinions. GPAC input from this activity will inform development of the Land Use and Circulation Alternatives to explore in Phase 2 of the process.

4. ONLINE SURVEY REVIEW

One of the first community outreach activities will be a citywide survey to gather public input on top issues and priorities for the General Plan Update. Survey results will inform development of the Vision Statement and Guiding Principles. GPAC members will be invited to comment on the content and format of the survey with a view to refining it prior to public release.

Materials: Attachment C - Draft Communitywide Survey

ADJOURNMENT